Abstract. An algorithm for the 3-Satis ability problem is presented and a probabilistic analysis is performed. The analysis is based on an instance distribution which is parameterized to simulate a variety of sample characteristics. The algorithm assigns values to variables appearing in a given instance of 3-Satis ability, one at a time, using the unit clause heuristic and a maximum occurring literal selection heuristic; at each step a variable is chosen randomly from a subset of variables which is usually large. The algorithm runs in polynomial time and it is shown that the algorithm nds a solution to a random instance of 3-Satis ability with probability bounded from below by a constant greater than zero for a range of parameter values. The heuristics studied here can be used to select variables in a Backtrack algorithm for 3-Satis ability. Experiments have shown that for about the same range of parameters as above the Backtrack algorithm using the heuristics nds a solution in polynomial average time.
1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the probabilistic performance of two heuristics for the 3-Satis ability problem (3-SAT). 3-SAT is the problem of determining whether all of a collection of 3-literal disjunctions (clauses) of Boolean variables are true for some truth assignment to the variables. This problem is NPcomplete so there is no known polynomial time algorithm for solving it. 3-SAT is a special case of the Satis ability problem (SAT) which is the problem of determining whether all of a collection of clauses are true for some truth assignment to the variables contained in those clauses.
The analysis is based on an equally likely instance distribution which has been used in other studies of algorithms for this problem. This model has two parameters: n, the number of clauses, and r, the number of variables from which clauses are composed. The model (which we refer to as M(n; r; 3)) is described in greater detail in the next section. In 7] it was shown that, under M(n; r; 3), if lim n;r!1 n r > 5:2 then random instances have no solution with probability approaching 1. In 2] it was reported that, according to experiments, random instances have no solution with probability approaching 1 if lim n;r!1 n r > 4. If lim n;r!1 n r = B and B is a constant less than 4 then the average number of truth assignments satisfying a random instance of 3-SAT is exponential in n; however, the probability that a random truth assignment stance requires exponential time in probability under M(n; r; 3) for all limiting ratios of n to r which are constant. But, in 5] it was shown that the Pure-Literal heuristic can be used to solve random instances of 3-SAT in polynomial time with probability approaching 1 when lim n;r!1 n r < 1. In this paper it is shown that the Unit-Clause heuristic and a maximum occurring literal selection heuristic can be used to solve random instances of 3-SAT in polynomial time with probability bounded from below by a constant when lim n;r!1 n r < 2:9. A similar analysis shows that the Unit-Clause heuristic alone solves random instances in polynomial time with bounded probability when lim n;r!1 n r < 2:66. These results are useful because they indicate the e ectiveness of the two heuristics when used in a Backtrack algorithm for 3-SAT. Experiments suggest that Backtracking, using the two heuristics to determine which literal to consider at each step, will verify in polynomial average time that a solution exists for about the same range of limiting ratios of n to r.
There are a number of papers which investigate the probabilistic performance of SAT; these papers present results which are closely related to the results obtained for 3-SAT. These results are based on the constant-density model for SAT: construct each of n clauses independently by placing each of r variables independently in a clause with probability p and complementing those variables in each clause with probability 1/2. Average case results using the constant-density model or a variation are in 1, 8, 9, 10, 11] . Probabilistic results using the constant-density model are in 6]. According to the results in 6], when the average number of literals in a clause is 3, random instances of SAT are nearly always proven to have no solutions in polynomial time.
2. 3-Satis ability and The Probabilistic Model. The following terms are used to describe 3-SAT. Let V = fv 1 ; v 2 :::v r g be a set of r boolean variables. Associated with each variable v i is a positive literal, denoted by v i , and a negative literal, denoted by v i and literal v i has value true i the variable v i has value true and literal v i has value true i the variable v i has value false. The literals v i and v i are said to be complementary. If l is a literal then comp(l) is the literal which is complementary to l. A clause is a subset of the set of all literals associated with the variables of V such that no two literals in the subset are complementary. A truth assignment to V is an assignment of truth values to every variable in V . A clause c is satis ed by truth assignment t if at least one literal in c has value true under t. Let A i (V ) denote the set of i-literal clauses that can be composed of literals associated with the variables of V . An instance I of 3-SAT is a collection of clauses chosen from A 3 (V ) and the problem is to nd a truth assignment to V which satis es all clauses in I, if one exists, and to verify that no such truth assignment exists otherwise. A truth assignment which satis es all clauses in I is said to be a solution to I.
The probabilistic model used for analysis is presented by describing the method used to construct random instances. A random instance of 3-SAT contains n clauses chosen uniformly, independently and with replacement from A 3 (V ). The distribution associated with this construction is referred to as M(n; r; 3). The reader may be disturbed by the loop condition since it is more natural to break out of the loop when a null clause has been created in I than when two complementary unit clauses exist in I. We have chosen to write SC 1 (I) as above because, in our opinion, the analysis is slightly easier and more natural. Our results, of course, hold in either case. SC 1 runs in less than O(r 2 n) time since I must be empty after r iterations of the loop and the remove and card operations need look at no more than r n literals. An instance I of SAT has a solution if SC 1 run on I outputs \a solution exists": one solution to I may be found by assigning the value true to the variables whose positive literals were chosen and the value false to all other variables. 4 . Analysis of SC 1 . In this section it is shown that if instances are generated according to M(n; r; 3) and lim n;r!1 n r < 2:9 then for some > 0, the probability that SC 1 outputs \a solution exists" is greater than .
The following theorem will be used to show how the collections of clauses in C i (j) are distributed.
Theorem 4.1. Let V r?j be the subset of variables associated with unchosen literals after j literals have been chosen. Suppose for all 1 i 3 the clauses in C i (j) are independent and are equally likely to be any clause in A i (V r?j ). Then for all 1 i 3 the clauses in C i (j + 1) are independent and equally likely to be any clause in A i (V r?j?1 ).
Proof. Either the variable v is chosen randomly from V r?j if jC 1 (j)j 6 = 0 or it is chosen randomly from C 1 (j). Consider the rst case. Let c 1 and c 2 be two clauses in C i (j + 1), letĉ 1 andĉ 2 be the two clauses in C i (j) or C i+1 (j) from which c 1 and c 2 were derived after the j + 1 st literal was chosen and let x, x 1 , x 2 , y, y 1 Consider the second case. The j + 1 st chosen variable is equally likely to be any of r ? j variables and is selected independently of clauses in C i (j) for all 2 i 3.
Hence for all 2 i 3 we may use the proof of the rst case. For i = 1 the result follows from the independence and equal liklihood of the unit clauses. Corollary 4.2. For all 0 j r and 1 i 3 all clauses in C i (j) are independent and equally likely to be any clause in A i (V r?j ).
Proof. By induction on j. The basis step holds because of the assumed distribution on instances given to SC 1 . The induction step holds because of Theorem 4.1.
Because of Corollary 4.2 a system of di erential equations for nding the expected number of clauses in C i (j) for all 2 i 3 may be obtained. Let n i (j) denote the number of clauses in C i (j), let w i (j) denote the number of i ? literal clauses added to C i (j) as a result of choosing the j th variable and let z i (j) denote the number of clauses eliminated from C i (j) as a result of choosing the j th variable. These three terms depend on I and but this dependence is omitted from the terms for the sake of simplicity. The w i (j) term may be thought of as representing the \rate of ow" of clauses into C i (j) when the j th variable is chosen and the z i (j) term may be thought of as representing the \rate of ow" of clauses out of C i (j) when the j th variable is chosen. If the average rate of ow into C 1 (j) is always less than 1 the number of clauses in C 1 (j) will not, in probability, grow very large since at least one clause is removed from C 1 (j) whenever C 1 (j) 6 = . In this case the probability that a complementary pair of clauses exists in C 1 (j) for some j is small. However, if the average rate of ow into C 1 (j) rises above 1 for a constant fraction of the values of j r then the number of clauses in C 1 (j) gets large for a fraction of the values of j r since the ow out of C 1 (j) is asymptotically no more than one unless jC 1 (j)j is large. In this case the probability that there is a complementary pair of clauses in C 1 (j) for some j is near 1. Since, as will be seen from the analysis below, if the expected ow into C 1 (j) goes above 1 + for any > 0 then it stays above 1 for a constant fraction of values of j r , the point at which Efw 1 (j)g (the expectation of w 1 (j) -from now on all expectations will be written in a similarly) is around 1 is a critical one regarding the probabilistic performance of SC 1 .
We now develop the di erential equations for nding Efw 1 (j)g, solve them and nd the condition on n r which causes Efw 1 (j)g < 1. Later, it will be shown that this implies SC 1 nds a satisfying truth assignment when one exists with probability greater than some positive constant. (4) where H 2 (j + 1) is the average number of extra clauses removed from C 3 (j) given the j + 1 st chosen literal does not come from C 1 (j). Therefore (2), for i = 3 can be written dEfn 3 (j)g dj = ? 3 Efn 3 (j)g r ? j :
The solution to this di erential equation under the assumption that Efn 3 (0)g = n is Proof. Straightforward solution to (5) . In order to solve (2) for i = 2 we must rst nd H 2 (j + 1) and the probability that the j + 1 st chosen literal does not come from C 1 (j). It su ces to nd a lower bound for H 2 (j + 1) and the probability mentioned since we require only an upper bound on Efw 1 (j)g. If Efn 3 (j)g and r ? j are large and n r is a constant, since lim n;r!1 Efn3(j)g r?j is bounded by a constant and since n 3 (j) is binomially distributed then the lower bound for H 2 (j + 1) may be approximated by the expression 
Only a lower bound for the probability that the j + 1 st chosen literal does not come from C 1 (j) still needs to be found. Pr(j + 1 st chosen literal does not come from C 1 (j)) 1 ? Efw 1 (j)g (7) for all j from 1 to j o where Efw 1 (j o )g Efw 1 (j)g for all j 6 = j o .
Proof. The ow of clauses through C 1 may be modeled as the ow through a single-server, work-conserving, non-preemptive queueing system. In this system a unit of time corresponds to a single iteration of SC 1 . At the start of every unit time interval a number of jobs (corresponding to unit clauses) arrives at the queue. The arrival rate at the start of the j th interval is Efw 1 (j)g. The average service time is at most one time unit since at least one job (clause) is serviced (removed) during a unit time interval if the queue is not empty at the start of that intervel. For such a system in equilibrium with constant arrival rate it is well known that the probability that the queue contains at least one job at the start of an arbitrary unit time interval is the product of the arrival rate and the average service time. In this case, the product is at most the arrival rate since the average service time is at most 1. The system we consider here is not in equilibrium, however, since the arrival rate, Efw 1 (j)g is increasing with j up to j o . But this implies that the probability that the queue contains at least one job at the start of the j th time interval, j j o , is at most the product mentioned above and, therefore, the arrival rate at the j th interval (we can add dummy jobs and increase the service time to one time interval to get a system that is in equilibrium, has at least as high a probability that the queue is not empty and that probability is Efw i (j)g). Thus, the probability that C 1 (j) 6 = is less than Efw 1 (j)g. The probability required is the probability that C 1 (j) = and is, from the above argument, at least 1 ? Efw 1 (j)g.
Substituting (6), (7) 
The expression on the right in (9) has a maximum in the vicinity of and greater than j = r 2 . We call the point at which the maximum occurs j o . If n r = 2:9 then 3 Efn 3 (j o )g=(r?j o ) 1:9 so :89 at j = j o . Since 3 Efn 3 (j)g=(r?j) < 3n r < 9, > :89 for all 0 j < j o so (8) with set to .89 gives an upper bound on Efn 2 (j)g and therefore Efw 1 (j)g up to j o . It can be seen from (9) that Efw 1 (j)g for 1 j j o is less than 1 when = :89 and n r = 2:9 The solution to (8) with = 0 is an upper bound on Efn 2 (j)g in the range j o j < r. When divided by (r ?j) and an appropriate boundary condition is added this solution is an upper bound for Efw 1 (j)g in the range j o j < r and has value equal to the value of Efw 1 (j o )g at j = j o . Since this bound is maximal at j = r 2 the maximum value of this bound in the range j o j < r is equal to the maximum value of the rst bound in the range 0 j j o . Hence Theorem 4.6. Given that inputs to SC 1 are distributed according to M(n; r; 3), Efw 1 (j)g < 1 for all 0 j < r when lim n;r!1 n r < 2:9
We now prove the main result Theorem 4.7. SC 1 veri es that a solution exists for satis able instances generated according to M(n; r; 3) with probability greater than for some > 0 when lim n;r!1 n r < 2:9. Proof. From Theorem 4.6 Efw 1 (j)g < 1 for all 0 j < r when lim n;r!1 n r < 2:9. From Corollary 4.2 the clauses entering C 1 (j + 1) from C 2 (j) are statistically independent. Suppose all clauses entering C 1 (j +1) are regarded as entering C 1 (j +1) in some order which is decided arbitrarily. Then the probability that the q th clause entering C 1 (j + 1) is complementary to no clause in C 1 (j + 1) is
Therefore, the probability that none of the clauses entering C 1 (j+1) is complementary to any clause in C 1 (j + 1) is
If the sum in the exponent of (10) is less than n r (where is a constant) with probability bounded from below by 2/3 then (10) is bounded from below by 2 3 (1 ? 1 2r ) 2n which approaches a constant as r approaches in nity if the limiting ratio of n to r is constant. To show that the sum in the exponent of (10) is less than n r with probability greater than 2/3 we show that the expectation of the sum is bounded from above by n 3r and apply Markov's inequality. To show that the expectation of the sum in the exponent of (10) is less than n 3r we need only show that the expectation of each term in the sum is less than n 3r 2 . Denote by p 1 (j) the j th term in the sum. Then 
The second term within parentheses is bounded by 1 (1? j r ) n r for j < r?r 8=9 and by 2 (1? j r ) n r for j r?r 8=9 where 1 and 2 are constants greater than zero. Consider the rst case, 1 j < r?r 8=9 . Suppose SC 1 is modi ed so that all literals not chosen from C 1 (j) are chosen randomly from the set of all unchosen literals and suppose thatn 2 (j) andŵ 1 (j) have the same meaning as n 2 (j) and w 1 (j) except applied to the modi ed SC 1 . De ne n l = Efn 2 (j)g ? n 3=4 and n u = Efn 2 (j)g + n 3=4 . It is easy to see thatn 2 (j) is binomially distributed with mean Efn 2 (j)g proportional to j r (1? j r ) 2 n so the probability that n l <n 2 (j) < n u is greater than 1?2e ?n 3=2 =Efn2(j)g from 4] and this is greater than 1 ? e ? p n since Efn 2 (j)g < n. The double sum of (11) can be bounded from above by usingŵ 1 (j) for w 1 (j). We do so and split the result into three parts: 
in the limit since n r < 2:9 and jn u ? n l j ! 0. But Efŵ 1 (j)g may be shown to be proportional to (1 ? j r ) n r by solving (8) with = 0 and dividing by r ? j. Also, Efn 1 (j)g is bounded by a constant for all 1 j r since Efw 1 (j)g < 1 and at least one clause is removed from C 1 (j) if C 1 (j) 6 = . So (12) is less than 1 (1 ? j r ) n r where 1 is a constant greater than zero. Now consider the case r ? r 8=9 j < r. In this range Efŵ 1 (j)g is proportional to (1 ? j r ) n r and is decreasing with increasing j. Clearly, in this range n X s=0 n X t=0 2 s t pr(n 1 (j) = t; w 1 (j) = s) < 2 Efŵ 1 (j)g Efn 1 (r ? r 8=9 )g < 2 (1 ? j r ) n r as r ! 1.
We now need to nd a bound on Efw 2 1 (j)g. Letŵ 1 (j) be as before. Clearly, Efw 2 1 (j)g Efŵ 2 1 (j)g. Butŵ 1 (j) is distributed binomially hence Efŵ 2 1 (j)g = 2 (ŵ 1 (j)) + (Efŵ 1 (j)g) 2 < Efŵ 1 (j)g + (Efŵ 1 (j)g) 2 and Efw 2 1 (j)g < 3 (1 ? j r ) n r : Let = maxf 1 ; 2 g. Substituting (1? j r ) n r for the double sum in (11) and then 3 (1 ? j r ) n r for Efw 2 1 (j)g in the resulting inequality gives Efp 1 (j)g 3 + 2 n r 2 = 3 n r 2 : From this the expectation of the sum in the exponent of (9) is less than n 3r . By Markov's inequality the probability that the sum is greater than n r is less than 1=3. Therefore, the probability that the sum is less than n r is greater than 2=3. Thus (10) is greater than 2 3 (1 ? 1 2r ) 2n which approaches 2 3 e ? n r as r approaches in nity. Let Algorithm BA was run on random instances of 3-SAT generated according to M(n; r; 3) with n r set to 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6 for r ranging from 10 to 200 in steps of 10. At each data point the average number of calls to BA per instance was computed for 100 instances. The results are presented in gure 1. Note that for n r 2:6 the performance curves are practically straight lines, for n r = 2:8 there are occasional peaks and for n r 3:0 the performance curves rise dramatically. Upon looking at the performance of individual instances for the case n r = 2:8 it was noted that the peaks were due to a few runs that required many calls to BA. 5 . A Modi cation to SC 1 . In this section we discuss why, in SC 1 , if C 1 (j) = then the j + 1 st chosen literal is chosen only on the number of occurrences of that literal and its complement in C 3 (j) and not in C 2 (j). Suppose that the j + 1 st literal is chosen on the number of times it occurs in C 3 (j) and C 2 (j) if C 1 (j) = . Assume the most optimistic case: the literal appears in more clauses of both C 3 (j) and C 2 (j) than its complement (then the \ ow" into C 1 (j +1) is minimized since the number of two and three literal clauses removed due to the j + 1 st chosen literal is maximized). Let Efw 1 (j)g denote the new average \ ow" of clauses into C 1 (j). Then Thus Efw 1 (j)g < 1 is equivalent to Efw 1 (j)g < 1 and no bene t is gained by considering the number of occurrences of the chosen literal in C 2 (j).
6. Conclusions. We have presented an algorithm for 3-SAT based on the UnitClause and maximum occurring literal heuristics and have shown that this algorithm nds a solution to a random instance of 3-SAT in polynomial time with probability bounded from below by a constant under M(n; r; 3) when lim n;r!1 n r < 2:9. Experiments indicate that a Backtrack algorithm containing these two heuristics performs extremely well probabilistically over the same range of values of the limiting ratio of n r . The method used to get these results has the advantages of providing intuition and being general enough to be used on other algorithms for 3-SAT and other NPcomplete problems. The method can be used to show that the Unit-Clause heuristic alone nds a solution to a random instance of 3-SAT in polynomial time with probability bounded from below by a constant under M(n; r; 3) when lim n;r!1 n r < 2:66: the analysis is the same as presented here except that = 0.
The results are interesting because they may be compared with similar results obtained for other 3-SAT algorithms under the same model (see the introduction) and they indicate the degree to which solutions to random instances of 3-SAT are \clumped".
